GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

A. 090 REQUIREMENTS (all) *Note: Exemption rules may apply
- ENG-0090 Basic Writing Skills --waived--
- MA-0090 Basic Algebra --waived--

B. FOUNDATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE - 12 SH
- COM-1101 Oral Communication SPE-108
- Written Communication (6SH) ENG-101
- First Year Seminar --waived--

C. APPROACHES TO KNOWLEDGE - 18-20 SH
- Humanities (6SH) cannot use same prefix twice
  *See Gen Ed Chart
- Natural and Physical Sciences (3-4SH)
  *See Gen Ed Chart
- CHM-1110, Survey of Chemistry *waived w/RN degree
- Social Science and Behavioral Sciences (6SH)
- PSY-1101 Intro to Psychology PSY-101
- SOC-1101 Intro to Sociology SOC-101
- Mathematics (3-4SH)
  - MA-1125 Statistics MAT-129

D. UNITY & DIVERSITY OF HUMANITY – 12 SH
- Global Perspectives (6SH) *See Gen Ed Chart
  *See Gen Ed Chart
  - Option 1: Language other than Eng. must be two consecutive courses of the same language
  - Option 2: Western and Non-Western Global Cultures courses must have a different prefix
- 2 of 3 Themes (6SH) -6 credits from at least two strands
  - DIT-2211 BIO-108
    1. Ethics & Civic Responsibility
    - or-
    2. Arts and Human Experience *See Gen Ed Chart

E. GENERAL EDUCATION ELECTIVES (9 upper division credits)
- ENG-3313 ENG-102
- PSY-3290 PSY-203

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS – 85 credits

Group I -
- NUR-1100 Found. Prof. Nursing --completed w/RN--
- NUR-3270 Intro Prof. Nursing I --completed w/RN--
- NUR-3271 Intro Prof. Nursing II --completed w/RN--
- NUR-3370 Nurs of the Adult Client --completed w/RN--
- NUR-3371 Childbearing/Rearing --completed w/RN--
- NUR-4472 Mental Health Nursing --completed w/RN--
- NUR-4490 Multi-sys Stressors --completed w/RN--

Group II
- NUR-3261 Health Asmnt/Lifespan 3_________________UD
- NUR-3361 Intro Nurs Research 2_________________UD
- NUR-4460 Current Issues 3_________________UD
- NUR-4471 Community Hlth Nurs 6_________________UD
- NUR-4480 Leadership & Mgmt 3_________________UD

Group III
- Take one of the following:
  NUR-3391 or NUR-3392 Patho-Pharm I – II 3_________________UD

Group IV, Nursing Electives (11 credits)

Group V
- BSC-1121, Human A & P I BIO-152
- BSC-1122, Human A & P II BIO-153

Group VI, take one of the following:
  BI-3371 or BSC-3271, Microbiology BIO-201

Group VII
- PHL-3380 Health Care Ethics 3_________________UD

*A maximum of 67 credits are transferable from two-year institutions
*50% of major credits must be completed at Mansfield University
*25% of overall degree credits must be completed at Mansfield University

*This is an unofficial evaluation of transfer credits. Degree requirements are subject to change without written notice.
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